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About This Content

Enhance your Crusader Kings II Experience with the Russian Unit Pack. The Russian Unit Pack adds unique unit graphics for
the Russian and Alan cultures.

Crusader Kings II explores one of the defining periods in world history in an experience crafted by the masters of Grand
Strategy. Medieval Europe is brought to life in this epic game of knights, schemes, and thrones...
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Title: Crusader Kings II: Russian Unit Pack
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Paradox Interactive
Publisher:
Paradox Interactive
Release Date: 13 Dec, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:XP/Vista/Windows 7

Processor: Intel® Pentium® IV 2.4 GHz or AMD 3500+

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:NVIDIA® GeForce 8800 or ATI Radeon® X1900, 512mb graphics memory required.

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:2 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X-compatible sound card

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:3-button mouse and keyboard

English,German,French
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wow!! dat a nice game there ;d. Simply put, one of the best series of all times, and this is the best game of the three. If you
havent played them, do yourself a favor and get on it.. Just like all the other games in the ZUP! Series, it has the same
mechanics and goal. The levels are fun and challenging and the replay-ability is always fun.. my childhood！. I've been waiting to
see more from these devs for a while now and i'm not dissapointed! This is a point-and-click adventure game like they used to
play in my childhood. It looks good, it sounds good, the story's interesting, the characters are funny, there's skippable minigames
(which i definitely needed lol), there's a talking robot owl who is your BESTFRIEND!! (there also might be a secret room...)
I believe I played the prologue online and I noticed some very nice improvements!! I can't wait for the other acts, they're bound
to be funny and entertaining as well!

Edit: Act II and III were as good as I expected them to be! There are certain (dialogue) mini-games which can be quite
frustrating.. But there's a walkthrough in-game that point you in the right direction if you ever get stuck on them!
I'm defintely looking forward to more of the Caos series! (I hope to see Mr. G soon too!). interesting game, but not suitable for
players that are seeking excitement.. Dude, this game is awesome. I will definitely play through a second time. That one teleport
is mindblowing and the end reminded me of something out of Dark Souls. I hope they make a sequel or a full game out of this.
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I didnt think i would like that much this game!. Fun game and I don't even have a VR headset! w/o VR it reminds me of some
of the old racing games showing off 3D tech, only with much better graphics. Weather you have a VR set or not, try this game
out!. A good game to remember your childhood.. Funny light-hearted game. It's short and has a funny but quick story, not much
else to say, your getting what you pay for but it's entertaining to say the least.. I wanted to really like this game...really wanted to.
The graphics and game play are what you would expect for the targeted age group. There are issues with the envrionment
graphics, however, as you can ghost into walls while driving and the boats, especially, don't always drive/float above the
track/water. Interestingly, this does not seem to affect gameplay. My biggest gripe, however, is the horrible controls with a
keyboard. The boats and planes taking a second to turn is understandable and more realistic but make it near impossible to
complete some of the addtional challenges. No matter how the keys were defined, I was unable to use any power-ups or
protections. This last part was not as much of a hinderance since the AI is targeted to a younger demographic and it is possible
to finish with the maximum number of points by simply flying/driving smart.

I received this game as part of a bundle. If I had not, I would be displeased with its purchase. Once the keyboard issues are
solved, I would recommend this game to any casual racer. Until then, I can see this causing frustration.
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